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Safe in your Community on the
Shore.
ShoreSafe Newsletter #22

Summer is here and so are the unsavory statistics that increase at this time of year. We can be spared if we do some
very small silly things that cause no harm but all too frequently, we learn of gross silly things that do cause harm.
Invariably these are fuelled by lack of care, especially in regard to safety and excessive alcohol and its effect on our
personal safety and the safety of others. The first is handled by carefully adopting the policy of managing the risk and
put another way; think first, adjust where necessary and then proceed. Too often we leave out the ‘think’ part.
Always ask yourself what can you do to ensure the activity you are about to commence is super safe. The second
comes down to keeping an eye on one another and trying to be more responsible and not less responsible. No one
wants a sad ending to an already difficult year for many. It is like not finishing the long race when all the hard work
has been done. From Wayne, your ShoreSafe Coordinator, treasure the family time and hit 2010 Injury Free.
Merry Christmas
It just occurred to me: This time next year we will have to travel further to get out of town BUT we will be able to
go much further without leaving town. Auckland will soon be a lot closer to the whole world—wow!!

BOATING THIS SUMMER?
Consultation is almost complete in regard to the wearing of lifejackets in small boats. It also coincides with the launch
of a new public awareness campaign encouraging boaties to make wearing a lifejacket as automatic as wearing a
seatbelt. Last summer was marred by a significant number of fatalities and serious recreational boating accidents that
would see the wearing of lifejackets made compulsory on all boats under 6m in length – unless the skipper considers
there to be a low safety risk. It is the intention to change the rule so that the skipper determines when they can be
taken off rather than when they can be put on. So if you are on a small boat, insist on a lifejacket for all when you first
address the boat.

If you are hosting a
BBQ this summer,
and if there is drink
available, ensure
you have a
delicious and easy
dish like this for
everyone.
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Christmas preparations need not be chaotic—planning and preparation works
Empowering a Community—All human beings have the equal right to health and safety.
Safety promotion around the world is growing rapidly (in spite of our daily dose of bad
news) and countries are now searching for sustainable safety with less injuries. Where
once empowerment came from the top down, now it is realized that it is more effective to
empower from the community upward. Creative methods of education and environmental
change joined with appropriate legislation and enforcement are an important beginning for
the safety of the community. No single approach is sufficient for changing existing behaviour
patterns. New Zealand is doing many things better than many other countries but many
other countries are doing things better than New Zealand. If we care for our community
and our own safety, we need to find a way of contributing and that could be as simple as
sending the message to others that safety is something we all want and the majority is
more powerful than the antisocial few.
Upcoming Events
Mon 14th Dec—1200 Super City presentation by Dr Grant Hewison at Tamariki Guide Hall, Auburn St, Takapuna
Wed 16th Dec—1000 Glenfield Community Meeting, Cmty Centre, Bently Ave, Glenfield
Wed 23rd Dec— ShoreSafe breaks for Christmas holidays, back 5th Jan.
Thu 25th Dec — Santa’s Official visit, late evening.
Xmas Shopping with Safety in Mind

•

Portable Pool Fencing—If your pool is over 400mm deep, you are required to comply
with the Fencing of Swimming Pool Act. Check with your Council for good advice.
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